
A day on Mercury is

how many days on

Earth? ____________

What gives Mars that

orange-red color?

__________________

What are the three

layers that make up

the Earth?

__________________

__________________

What is the average

surface temperature

on Venus?_________

How many miles per

hour can wind blow

on Saturn? ________

 

How many hours in a

day on Jupiter?_____

What is a common

nickname for Uranus?

__________________

What is the name of

the giant storm on

Neptune? _________

__________________

What type of planet is

Pluto classified as?

__________________

(@ 98 Wake n Shake)

What is the

temperature of the

Sun's core?

__________________

(@ Bangor Public Library dome)

Europa is one of how

many moons orbiting

Jupiter? ___________

 

(@ Maine Jewelry and Art)

(@ One Lupine)

(@City Hall)

(@Maine Discovery Museum)

(@Bangor Historical Society)

(@Moe's BBQ)

(@ Eastern Maine Community

College Library)

(@ St. Joseph Hospital lobby-

(@Sweet Frog)

Broadway entrance)
   Name: ____________________________

Phone Number: ____________________

email: ____________________________

Be sure to fill this section out before

returning it to the Reference Department.
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2019 Summer Reading Program 

begins Tuesday, June 25th

 

Programming:
Pre-School - 5th Grade
Daily programming includes space-themed

movies, crafts, story times and out of this

world cooking demonstrations! 

Participants can earn stickers, (for babies -  3-

year-olds); and beads (for 4-year-olds to

fifth grade)

Teens
A weekly space-themed program including

galaxy slime, universe T-shirts, inter-stellar

book marks and more!  We will also be

showing a great YA movie once weekly!

Participants will earn badges for a chance to

win weekly prizes.  Earn all of the badges and

get entered into the grand prize drawing for

an iPad mini!

Adults

Hours: Mon - Thur 10 am - 7 pm

Fri 10 am - 5 pm

Sat & Sun CLOSED

Screening of PBS film, "Chasing the Moon: The

Early Years" on Tuesday, June 25th @ noon

ReadME continues throughout the summer &

we're hosting the closing broadcast of MPBN's

"Maine Calling" on Aug. 29th

Reading challenges based on this year's theme

with prize drawings in July & August -PRIZES!

Catherynne Valente author visit July 23, 6:30 .

Fun, interactive stations around the Library and

MORE  . . ..visit the BPL website....

Music-every Wednesday at 7 pm on the patio

Adults, kids, and families, get out and about this

summer and follow the Solar Trail throughout

Bangor.  As part of this year's Summer Reading

Program, the Bangor Public Library would like  to

invite you to travel to the edges of OUR galaxy and

learn a little bit about our solar system and it's

planets.

The Solar Trail begins at the Bangor Public Library, in

the BPL Dome, with the Sun.  From there, the  Solar

Trail will lead you on a scale model trip of our galaxy

across Bangor.  Use the guide on the inside of this

flyer to locate stops along the trail. 

On display in local area businesses and organizations

listed in this flyer, you will find a fact sheet about the

planets in our galaxy.  You can answer the questions

on the other side of this brochure from those 

fact sheets. And, you may find a surprise 

 along the way.

Once you have completed the Solar Trail and

answered all of the questions, return the completed

guide to the Reference Department by Wednesday,

August 28th to be entered into a drawing to win one

of two great grand prizes. The drawing will take place

at the "Maine Calling" broadcast event.
Want more information? Book lists and reading

suggestions for books and magazines for all ages are

available at Bangor Public Library. 

Stop by and check it all out!


